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(ABSTRACT)

Analysis of the effects of matrix cracking on composite laminates is a well-known problem which
has attracted considerable attention for the past decade. An approximate analytical solution is in-
troduced in this thesis to study this type of problem.

The subjects of primary concem are the degradation of effective laminate properties, such as axial
stiffness, Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus, and coefficient of thermal expansion, as a function of crack

density and the axial stress redistribution due to the existence of matrix cracks. Both transverse

cracks (2-D problem) and cross (transverse and longitudinal) cracks (3-D problem) are studied. 1,
Results for graphite/epoxy cross·ply laminates are presented and compared to those of other ap-

proaches. Some other materials, for instance, glass/epoxy, are also. studied. The results and com-

parisons will appear where appropriate. In general, the agreement between the results of the present

analysis and those of other approaches, in particular, the frnite element method, is good for the

lower crack density. The present study shows that Poisson’s ratio may be a good indicator of the
degree of damage for a cracked laminate.
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1.0 Introduction and Literature Review

1.1 Introduction

It has been evident for a number of years that laminated fibrous composites are a promising alter-

native for conventional structural materials. The potential of composites to be the candidate for

advanced structures is their high specific stiffhess and strength and low coefficient of thermal ex-

pansion. Laminated composites provide engneers the capability to tailor the orientation, thickness,

and stacking sequence of fiber reinforced laminae for a specific application. This, of course, has

great advantage over the use of conventional homogeneous materials such as aluminum and steel.

One of the most significant differences between fibrous composite laminates and traditional eng-

neering materials is that the damage development and failure of the former are much more com-

plicated. For the latter, failure usually results from the propagation of a single flaw. However,

unlike the conventional materials, several modes of damage, such as matrix cracking, fiber breakage,

fiber·matrix debonding, and delamination, have been observed and may account for the eventual

failure of composite laminates. Because of this complexity in damage modes, no efficient failure

criterion, corresponcling to fracture mechanics for isotropic materials, has been developed for com-
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posites. On the other hand, it may be possible to predict the residual material properties and

strength of composite laminates if the damage modes are completely understood.

Consider a cross-ply laminate subjected to uniaxial quasi-static or cyclic loading. The early stage
of damage development is dominated by‘matrix cracking in the off·axis plies. These matrix cracks

typically develop in the liber direction and extend across the entire laminate from edge to edge.

The number of cracks increases monotonically with increase of load or number of cycles until a

saturation crack density is reached. In this state of damage development, the cracks are uniforrnly

distributed throughout the laminate. Such damage causes the redistribution of stresses and re-

duction of effective properties. Accordingly, subsequent damage may be initiated. Since the

transverse cracks extend in a specific direction only, it is possible to employ a two dimensional

analysis to study this type of problem. After the transverse cracks fully develop, the next possible

damage is longitudinal cracks in the 0° plies along the liber direction. The longitudinal cracks to-

gether with the transverse cracks in the off-axis plies form a system of cross cracks. Again, this

system of cracks will result in stress redistribution and property degradation and so on. The study

of this type of problem involves a three dimensional analysis.

It is a standard design procedure to ensure that the components of a structure can endure the service

loading assuming that some specific defects exist within the structure. Usually these assumed de-

fects are the smallest cracks or voids which can be inspected by some nondestructive testing tech-

niques. Since the effective material properties of a composite laminate can be measured during

service without further degrading the material, it is believed that they may serve as indicators of the

degree of damage in cracked laminates.

In the present research, an approximate analytical procedure based on Aboudi’s model [1] for

cracked solids is applied to study the effects of matrix cracks on composite larninates. As men-

tioned previously, this study is concerned with predicting the degradation of effective properties of

a cracked laminate as an indicator of its degree of damage, narnely, crack density. The properties

of interest are axial stiffness, Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus, and coefficient of thermal expansion

Introduction and Literature Review 2



(CTE). Since the stresses are responsible for the initiation of subsequent damage, it is also very

important to understand the redistribution of stresses caused by the matrix cracks. However, ir1

order to keep this analysis within a reasonable bound, only the distribution of axial stress is pre-

sented in this study. The damage modes considered include transverse cracks in the off-axis plies

and cross (transverse and longitudinal) cracks. Three types of symmetric cross-ply laminates are

investigated. The material under consideration is graphite/epoxy (for properties, see Appendix A),

but not exclusively. The results and comparisons for other materials are presented where appro-

priate.

1.2 Literature Review

The analysis of transverse cracking in composite laminates has been a well·known problem for the

past decade. Both analytical studies and experimental investigations have been made on this sub-

ject. A thorough review of all the previous works would be exhausting; therefore, only those con-

tributions which are directly related to the present study will be given in the following review. A

more extensive literature review can be found in Adams et. al. [2] and Highsmith [3].

At the early stage of damage studies, several investigations were made to observe the development

of transverse cracking in the off-axis plies of a composite laminate. Most of the studies were con-

cemed with determining the threshold stress or strain for cracking and the spacing between the ad-

jacent cracks. For instance, Garret and Baily [4] studied the relationship between the matrix

cracking in the inner 90° plies and the constraint in the outer 0° plies of a cross-ply composite
laminate. They reported that the threshold strain for transverse cracking depended on the thickness

of the 90° layers. An important achievement at this stage was the identification of the characteristic

damage state (CDS) which was done by Reifsnider and his co-workers [5]. At this specific damage

state, the transverse cracks reached a saturation crack density which implied a uniform distribution
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ef cracks throughout the laminate. Reifsnider [6] also proposed a one dimensional shear lag model

which can be used to predict the saturation crack density.

After the initial qualitative investigations of damage development, the effects ef transverse cracks

on the damaged laminate became the topic ef primary concem. Typical results on this subject were

given by Highsmith and Reifsnider [7]. They examined experimentally the mechanical response of

several types ef glass/epoxy la.minates under monotonic and cyclic loading. lt was noted that the

transverse crack density increased with the increase of load er number of cycles until a saturation

crack density was reached. Fairly large reduction in axial stiffness was observed for a [0/903], larni-
I

nate. Significant degradation in Poisson’s ratio in some other laminates were also reported. On the

contrary, only very little decrease in shear modulus was detected. The absence of shear modulus

degradation was attributed to the local nature of the strains measured by the strain gages [7]. In

addition te experimental observations, the authors also used a shear lag analysis to predict the re-

duction of axial stiffness as a function ef the transverse crack density.

Laws et. al. [8] developed a procedure based en the self-censistent scheme te ebtain an estimated
stiffness ef cracked plies. By using this value in classical lamination theory, they calculated the ef-

fective stiffness of the damaged laminate.

Adams and Herakovich [9] investigated the degradation in coeflicient of thermal expansion (CTE)

fer some cross-ply and quasi-isotrepic graphite/epexy laminates using a frnite element analysis.

The damage modes considered in this study were transverse cracking and delaminatien. It was
L

shown that transverse cracks could have a significant influence en CTE, but delaminations, located

symmetrically about the midplane of the laminate, had no effect on thermal expansion.

A variational method was adopted by Vasil’ev et. al. [10] and Hashin [1 1] to study the elastic

property degradation and stress distribution in a cracked cross-ply laminate. It was assumed that

the axial stress in each ply was constant through the ply thickr1ess, including the regen near the
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crack tip where there was apparently a singularity in axial stress. Hashin’s prediction gave a lower

bound of the degraded axial stiffness and shear modulus.

Talreja [12] used a different approach to forrnulate this type of problem. He characterized the

damage mode by a vector field which was based on a continuum damage theory and derived re-

lations between the elastic moduli and the magnitude of the field vectors. He fitted his coefficients

with a set of measured data and found good agreement between experimental results and those

predicted by his theory. In addition, he also noticed that there could be a large degradation ir1

Poisson’s ratio while the change in stiffness was not as significant.

Sun and Jen [13] studied the effects of transverse cracks for [0,,,/90,,], and [90,,/0,,,], laminates using

a finite element analysis. They observed that the inside or outside placement of the 90° layers had

very little effect on the axial stress distribution; but if a soft and tough adhesive film was placed

along the interface between 0° and 90° layers, the stress distribution was changed and, consequently,

the strength of the laminate improved.

Altus et. al. [14] used a finite difference method to analyze a hybrid composite laminate with

transverse cracks ir1 the outer 90° layers. They noted compressive axial stress at the outer surface

near the crack when the laminate was subjected to a tensile loading. They attributed this com-

pression to the bending effect due to the deformation in geometry and considered it as a factor to

halt the process of transverse cracking.

A thorough study of the effects of transverse cracks on graphite/epoxy cross-ply laminates was re-

cently done by Strauss and Herakovich [15] using a finite element analysis. The effective properties

of concem in this study were axial stiffness, Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus, and CTE. Also, the

stress distributions under different types of loading were presented in their analysis. In the subse-

quent chapters, the results of present study will be compared to theirs ir1 a great detail.
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Unlike the transverse crack problem, only very few investigations have studied the effects of cross
cracks; i.e., transverse and longitudinal cracks, on the cross-ply laminates. A recent study was
presented by Highsmith and Reifsnider [16]. This analysis was based on a structural theory pro-
posed by Pagano [17] which was developed assuming that the inplane stresses of each ply would
vary linearly through the thickness of that layer. Equilibrium considerations deterrnined the order
of variation of the other stress components. Reissner’s variational principle yielded a set of differ-
ential equations. An approximate solution in terms of Chebyshev polynomials, in conjunction with
imposed boundary conditions, provided a system of overdeterrnined algebraic equations which was
solved by least squares. Details of this method can be found in Highsmith [3].

Aboudi [l] proposed an approximate analytical solution to study the problem of cracked solids.
He sirnulated the displacement field with a second order series expansion. By considering the

equilibrium and continuity conditions, and imposing the appropriate loading and boundary condi-

tions, he calculated the effective elastic moduli of a solid with doubly periodical cracks. The present

analysis is an extension of his approach. Furthennore, this method has been generalized to a three

dimensional analysis for the cross crack problem in the present study.

In the following chapters, both transverse cracks (2-D problem) and cross cracks (3-D problem)

are studied. The basic assumptions and general formulation for larninates with transverse cracks

are given in the next chapter. The method of solution is also outlined in the same chapter. In

Chapter 3, the problem of a laminate with transverse cracks subjected to uniaxial tension is for-

mulated. The governing equations together with the relavent boundary and continuity conditions

are presented. The axial stiffness, Poisson’s ratio, and axial stress distribution of the damaged

laminate are predicted. Comparison between the present results and others ([7] [l l] [14] [15] [18])

is given. The corresponding problem under pure shear is analyzed in Chapter 4. The subject of

concem is the degradation of shear modulus. The results of the present analysis are compared to

those of the frnite element predictions [15]. In Chapter 5, the thermal response of damaged cross-
ply laminates is studied. The coefiicient of thermal expansion is predicted by imposing a negative

thermal loading. Comparison is also made between the present results and those of [15]. The
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analysis of the cross crack problem is presented in Chapter 6. The variations of axial stiffness and Ä

Poisson’s ratio are studied. The distributions of axial displacement and axial stress are also pre-
dicted. The present results are compared to those provided by Highsmith [3]. Conclusions from
the previous chapters are summarized in Chapter 7.

ÄÄ
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2.0 The Transverse Crack Problem

2.1 Basic Assumptions

Consider a symmetric cross-ply laminate with transverse cracks as shown in Fig. 1. A Cartesian
coordinate system is introduced such that the xl-axis is normal to the planes of the transverse
cracks. In order to construct a reasonable model for the analysis of this problem, the following
assumptions are made:

1. Each ply of the larninate is homogeneous, orthotropic or transversely isotropic.

2. Adjacent layers are perfectly bonded together.

3. The dimensions of the larninate are infinite in the xl and xl directions.

4. The dimensions and properties of the laminate are symmetric with respect to its midplane; i.e.,
° xl = 0 plane.

5. Cracks occur only in the 90° Iayers, and develop completely through the thickness (xl direc-

tion) and the width (xl direction) of those layers.

6. Transverse cracks occur periodically along the xl direction; i.e., the spacing between any two

adjacent cracks is uniform.

The Transverse Crack Problem 8
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l
According to the assumptions listed above, the cracked laminate can be treated as a repeating cell
(Fig. 2) which allows for a two dimensional generalized plane strain analysis. Since the planes xl
= 0 and xl = 0 are planes of symmetry, it is possible to characterize the entire damage state by
one-quarter of the repeating cell. However, the traction-free boundary conditions at the top and
bottom surfaces are preferred in the subsequent forrnulation. Therefore, it is decided to take one
half of the repeating cell as the modeled region. Because different layers may have different thick-
ness and properties, it is more convenient to use local coordinates for each layer. In the present
analysis, three sets of local coordinates (xl, xl, xg'!)) are introduced to the modeled region as shown

in Fig. 3 where cz = 1, 2, 3 denotes the layer number counted from the bottom of the larninate.

2.2 General Formulation

Because of the arrangement of the modeled region, it isn’t possible to specify the traction boundary
conditions in the xl direction at xl = 0 and xl = -%-, except at the crack surface. Therefore, a

displacement formulation is used to formulate this problem.

For a generalized plane strain analysis, let ul'!) and ogg!) be the displacements and stress components

in the a layer with i , j = l and 3. Assume the expression of ul'!) ir1 the form of series expansion

in ig'!). By using the strain-displacement relations and the constitutive equations, ogg!) can be ex-

pressed in terms of the expanded form of ug'!). In each layer, the equilibrium conditions must be

satisfied. The equilibrium equations for a two dimensional analysis are partial differential equations

with two coordinate variables. Integrating the equilibrium equations through the thickness of each

layer by parts, we can eliminate the ig'!) dependence. The resulting boundary stress terms can also

be eliminated by using the traction continuity conditions at the interfaces and the traction-free

boundary conditions at the outer surfaces. As a result, the equilibrium equations reduce to a set

of ordinary differential equations which have dependence on xl only. These equilibrium equations,

The Transverse Crack Problem 10
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together with the displacement continuity conditions at the interfaces, provide sufficient equations

for the unknown field variables from the assumed expansion of ulal . Finally, by imposing the ap-

propriate loading and boundary conditions and expressing them in the expanded form, a complete
set of goveming equations for the problem is obtained.

2.3 Method of Solution

It is quite common to use series expansions to solve elasticity problems. Fourier series may be the

most popular method. However, any orthogonal set of functions can be used as the solution of

differentral equations. Since x§°‘* in the local coordrnates IS within the limits of :k -§·, rt rs preferable

to choose a simple series expansion such as Legendre polynomials for the solution to this problem.

The first three Legendre polynomials are:

PO(x) = 1 , P1(x) = x, P2(x) = -ä—(3x2 - 1) (2.1)

Higher order polynomials can be deterrnined by using the Rodrigues’ formula:

k Uk] (2-2)
g 2 k! dx

In order to limit this study to a reasonable extent, Legendre polynomials up to the second order

only are chosen. In fact, in the subsequent chapters it can be seen that the second order Legendre

expansion already gives quite good results.

For the laminate in this study, the displacement field of the a layer can be assumed as a second

order Legendre expansion ir1 il?) with the dimensional form shown below:

The Transverse Crack Problem 13



dz

where the field variables, Alg') = (<plf), wll°)) (k = 0, 1, 2), are functions of xl only, and the repeated
superscript or subscript cz does not imply summation. Substituting (2.3) into the forrnulation de-
scribed in the previous section, we will get a set of linear ordinary differential equations in terms
of the unknown field variables <pl„°), wlf) . It can be seen that the governing equations within the
modeled region are second order differential equations while the boundary condition expressions
are first order only. The derivatives of the field variables can be approximated by finite difference
expressrons. The rnterval of interest, [0,%], rs drvrded umfonnly into N subrntervals with the

starting and ending points labeled 0 and N, respectively. The length of each subinterval is then
given by:

(81/2)= —— .4AX1 N (2 )

The finite difference approximations for the first and second order derivatives of the field variables
(for instance, (pl?) ) at any point n within the modeled region can be written as:

öxl “ _
2Axl °

I zu (‘pl(u)lÜ+l — +(pl(a)l!'l"'l„V) - °ox? <A><l>2
where n= l, 2, ..., N-1. On the boundary, the first order derivatives at n= 0 and N can be ap-
proximated by the forward and backward difference expressions, respectively, as shown below:

öxl 0 — Ax] °

öxl N Ax}

The Transverse Crack Problem 14
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By substituting the difference expressions given by (2.4)·(2.6) for the derivatives of the field variables

in the governing equations mentioned in the fomiulation, a banded matrix for the resulting linear

algebraic equations is obtained as shown in Fig. 4. Consequently, the unknown field variables at

points along 0 S x, S -% can be determined on the computer by any numencal banded matrix
solver.

In the subsequent chapters, the damaged cross-ply laminates are studied under three types of load-

ing. They are uniaxial tension, pure shear, and thermal loading. By the assumptions in the previ-

ous section and the nature of loading conditions, the first and the third cases are generalized plane

strain analyses. Although the pure shear case is not a state of generalized plane strain, a similar

methodology can be adopted to solve this problem. In order to keep the integrity of each individual

problem, the detailed fonnulations are given in each chapter. Furthermore, an extension of the

above mentioned formulation to the three dimensional analysis is presented in a later chapter.

The Transverse Crack Problem I5
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3.0 Transverse Cracks under Uniaxial Tension

3.1 Formulatiorz

By the assumptions in the last chapter, a generalized plane strain analysis can be used for a damaged

laminate under uniaxial tension. Let u§°) and off) be the displacements and stress components in

the cz layer with i, j = 1 and 3. By consideration of symmetry and the traction-free conditions at

the outer surfaces and the crack surface, the following boundary conditions are imposed on the

modeled region (see Fig. 5):

E dogll) = ogg) = 0, 0 S xl S (3.1)

eg? = eg? = 0, 0 s xl s , rf) = (3.2)

and

dulu) = 0, ol? = 0, xl = 0 , |x§°)| S éx- (3.3)

Transverse Cracks under Uniaxial Tension 17
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Figure 5. Boundary Conditions under Uniaxial Tension
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8 d-%*1 = U- 619 = G- xl S (6-4)

8 _ dcid) = Gl? = 0- xl = -l- - Ixl?I S —l (3-5)2 2

8 _ dGl? = U- Gl? = 0- xl Ixl?I S —§- (3-6)

where U is the uniform displacement applied to one end of the modeled region. For sirnplicity, U

is set to be 1. Also, for a composite laminate, we have to take the traction and displacement con-

tinuity conditions at the interfaces into account. These conditions can be expressed as:

(3-7)

Ulwlim
= Q Q Q Q (3-8)3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

The displacement field in the (1 layer is assumed in the form of the second order Legendre expansion

in T(§°1 as follows:

(G) (G) (G)—(G) 1 (G) -(G) 2 däul = (po + (pl

x3(G)(G) (G)—(G) l (G) -(G) 2 dä
U3 = Wo + W1 X3 (3-9)

where the field variables, (pf), W3) (k = 0, 1, 2), are functions of xl only.

Since the laminate is symmetric with respect to its midplane, dl is equal to dl. In addition, wehavethe

following symrnetry conditions in displacernents: (

¤l?(xl- xl?) = ¤l?(xl- · xl?)

Transverse Cracks under Uniaxial Tension 19
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1

¤$”<>11,31$”>- -1911,,- 291) (3.101
and for any XQ1) = X9),

¤$"(><1,2$") = ¤$"(><1, - 391),
¤$))(31,?<$‘)) = —¤$3)(2<1, · ä$3)) (3-ll)

By (3.9)-(3.10), the expressions for the displacements in each layer can be written as:

(1) .. (1) (1)—(1) 1 1) -1) 2 di121 —@111)

(1) (1)-1) 1 (1) 1) 2 di¤$ = Wo + 11 XS + T12 E3(3$ ) - -,-TJ (3.12)

(2) (2) 1 (2) —(2) 2 dä111 = (Po ‘1' ‘5‘(P2 1:3013 ) " T],
¤$” = 11$*131$” (3.13)

(3) (3) (3)-13) 1 (3) -13) 2 (13111 = (Po + (pl113(3)

(3) (3)-13) 1 (3) -13) 2 113132 = wo + 111 X3 + T12 13132 ) — T] (3,14)

and from (3.11), there are some relations between the field variables of (1 = 1 layer and (1 = 3 layer:

@$3) = @$1), @$3) = · @$3), @$3) = @$)),

~1$" = - 1191, (1$" = ~1$"„ 191- — 1191 (3,15)
As a result, the displacements and stresses of (1= 3 layer can be expressed in terms of the field var-

iables of Cl.: 1 layer. From (3.12) to (3.15), there are nine unknown field variables:Transverse Cracks under Uniaxial Tension 20



@$‘), @$‘), @$‘), @$2), @$‘), @$1), @$2), @$2), @$2) (3-16)
which must be determined.

The components of the linear strain tensor are given by:

$$2) = %(6,u§“) + 6,69*)) (3.17)

where Ö, = Ö/öx, , and Ö, = Ö/öTc$°).

By (3.12)-(3.13) and (3.17), the strain components can be expressed as followsz

(1) (1) (1)-(1) 1 1) —(1)2 di 2

SS? = vll) + 3w$‘)?<S‘)»

- - 62@1%) = §{<@$’) + ö$@$‘)> + <3@$‘) + ö1@$‘)>><$‘)+ ·§—@,@$‘)E3<>¤$‘)>2 — jl} ($18)

(2) (2) 1 2) -(2) 2 diE11 = öl‘pO + QÖNPS [31113 ) " T]·

S2?

=Theconstitutive equation for each layer is given as:

6*2) = c$°‘) S12) (3.20)

where
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gw) = 1gl?)1gl?)1gl?)1gl?)1gl?)1gl?)1 1 gw) = 1gl?)1gl?)1gl?)12¤l?)12¤l?)12gl?)1 1

and

gl?) gl?) gl?) 0 g 0
gl?) gl?) gl?) 0 0 0

Cl,) _ gl?) gl?) gl?) 0 0 0
~ 0 0 0 cl?) 0 0

0 0 0 0 cl";) 0
0 0 0 0 0 cg?)

For a transversely isotropic larnina with the axis of anisotropy in xl direction, the components of

C can be related to the engineering properties as shown below:

C11 = E11 ‘*' 4K"i2·

C22 = C22 = K + G23•

C12 = C12 = 2KVl2¤

C22 = K " G22·

C44 = G23•

C55 = C66 =

G12where

K = E11
(1 " V23) E11 24 _____ —[ 2 B22 V12]
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is the plane strain bulk modulus.

By (3.20), the inplane stresses in each layer can be expressed as:

¤l°§’ = Cl6°é)(2ßl°§)) (3.22)
and the out-of-plane normal stress is:

¤$°? = C1°é’¤l°§’ + C$°Q¤$°$’ + C$°§’6§°§’ 13.23)
The stress resultant in the x2 direction is defined as:

- d /2 (1) -1) d /2 (2) -(2) d /2 (3) —(3)

For a generalized plane strain analysis, 62*21 is constant everywhere within the modeled region. Let

E2, denote this constant out-of-plane strain. Since N2, is zero for uniaxial tension, E2, can be found
by substituting (3.18)-(3.19) and (3.23) into (3.24) and by setting N22 equal to zero. As a result, the

out-of·pla.ne strain can be written as:

By substituting (3.18)-(3.19) and (3.25) into (3.22), the explicit expressions for the inplane stresses

in each layer can be written as:

1 (1) (1) -(1) 2 di
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6%;)

2213 lq)2 (X3 ) 4 ·

- - 626%;) ·— -22LJ (2.26)

- 62

626;%)6%%)

= <:%%)<26%2) + 6)w§2)>2;2) (2.22)
where

24212) = C212)266:%;)
+

66%)A(1)__C(1)2222 (1) <2> ’
2dlC22 ‘*‘ d2C22

B22) = _ 266:%;%:%) B22) = _ 266:%;%:%)
2626%) + 626%) 2626%) + 626%)

2626%) + 626%) 2626%) + 626%)

222222 = C222 _ d26%)6%) 2 222222 = C222 2
66%%)(2)= (2) _ dzcgcgä)

A33 C33 (2) (2) ’

B22) = _ 66$;)C%ä) 2 B22) = _ 66%ä)C§;) 22d1C$E)+ 66%;) 2d1CSE)+ 66%%)
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BS? = _ d2CSE)CEE) BS? = _ d2CiE)CiE) (2 29)26,6%) + 626%) 26,6%) + 626%)

The reduced equilibrium equations for each layer are written as:

6,6%) + Ögög?) = 0 (3.30)

Introduce integration as:

0 (3.31)
G

Integrating by parts, we obtain:

(11 (11-1 d01SS‘;‘) — ¤SS‘§) + L1-"—>"E¤S‘}‘)1.1„, = gi -1-1>“¤S‘})12„,= _ 613 = 0 0.32)d 2 X X¤¤ 3 2 3 2

where
‘“)¤>

- 1 062 00 -00 ¤ -00 -S,} — —ä—j_
d /26,, (x} ) dx} , n — 0 , 1 , 2 (3.33)

a G

(11)
The expressions of SSP) can be expanded explicitly by substituting (3.26)·(3.27) for GSS') in (3.33):l 1

(0)SSS) = AS‘1)@10S1‘)+ ASE)1«S‘) + BSE)01<0SE) + BSE)0SE),
(0)SSE) = ASE)010S)) + ASS)0S)) + BSS)ö1<1>S12)+ BSE)0SE).
(0SSS) = ¤SL)0S‘) + 0101))).
(O)SSE) = BS)1)010S‘)+ BSE)wS‘) + ASE)01«¤SE) + ASE)wSE)„
(0)SSE) ASE)010SE) + ASE)0SE).
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‘ I

"(11 di (11 (11 (11 (11S11 = T5(C11Ö1<P1 + 3C13)V2 )» ‘

"(11 - di (11 (11 (11 (11S33 ‘ E(Cl3öl(pl + 3C33‘(/2 )»

(1 dz$(9“(21

di (21 (21 (21

S13(2(I) di (I) (I) di (I) (I) (I) (I) (2) (2) (2) (2)Sll = E(Allöl(p0 'I’ ”wCllöl(p2 '*' Al3‘“Vl + Bllöl(pO + Bl3‘V1 )·

(2(I) di (I) (I) di (I) (I) (I) (I) (2) (2) (2) (2)S33 = Ü(Al3Öl‘p0 + WC1sÖ1‘P2 + A33‘V1 ‘*' B3löl(p0 +

B33‘VI@(2)- di (I) (I) (I) (I) (2) (2) di (2) (2) (2) (2)S11 ‘ Ü(B11ö1<P0 + BIBWI + A11ö1<P0 + Wciiövßz + Aiawi )-

@(2)
- di (I) (I) (I) (I) (2) (2) di (2)- (2) (2) (2)S33 (3-34)

(121
and all other SI?) are zero.

Using the traction continuity conditions in (3.7) and the traction free conditions in (3.1)-(3.2), and

noticing the symmetry conditions ir1 the a = 2 layer and the relations between (1 = l and (1 = 3

layers, we can eliminate the interfacial and boundary stress terms in (3.32). Therefore, the following

equations can be derived from (3.32) by linear operations with different values of n:

(0 (0 0,
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dg0,@0 - 4ö,@0 + é@0 = 0,

dzöfg)?

0,

d,0,‘§’s0> — 0.@0 + @0 = 0.
z0,@0 — $@0 — @@0 + @0 = 0.

0 (335)
Substituting (3.34) for

(5)}*)
in (3.35), we obtain seven equations in terms of (pf), wig') as shown be-

low:

0.

0.

0.
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lP
isdznßööftpgzl +

<10d.0S? + 15diAS?>öiwS2) = 0.

l2BS?0i<0S" + MliCS?0i<0S" + l2diCSS’0iwS” + M3S?wS" +

12Ai?öi<0S2) - 3d€CS?öi<0S? + 12AS?wS? — 0ä<:S?0%0S” = 0.

12(BS? — 2ASS’>0i0S" + 6di<:SQ0.0S" + 2diCS?öi~vS‘) +

12(BS? - 2ASS’>vS" + !2(/AS? — 2BS?>0.0S” — 3d§CS?öi0S? -

däCS?0¥wS? + 12(AS? — 2BS?>wS? = 0.

60BS‘30i0S" + 20d.<CSS’ — 2CS?>öi0>S‘) + 200.¤SQ0¥0S” + 000SSW +

2di¤SQOivS‘> — 1200.¢S?vS” + 00AS?0.«»S” —

15dä¤S?0i«»S” — 5diCS?öi~vS°) + 60AS?vS” = 0 mo

In addition, by substituting (3.12)-(3.13) into (3.8), the displacement continuity conditions will give

us two more equations as followsz

4<0S" + 2di0S" + d¥0S" - 4<0S? - dä<0S? = 0.
2.1,.,,30 0 (:6.67)
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1

(3.36), together with (3.37), gives a set of nine linear homogeneous equations for nine unknown
field variables listed in (3.16). These equations must be supplemented with the boundary condi-
tions given ir1 (3.3)-(3.5). By substituting (3.12)-(3.13) and (3.26)-(3.27) into (3.3)-(3.5), the exact
boundary conditions can be expressed as:

w€1*) = wl*) = w$*) = wl12) = w22) = 01
ölwgl) = ölwll) = ölxyg) = ölxylz) = 0, at xl = 0 (3.38)

and

wl1*) = lv wl*) = w$*) = 01

@1wS*) = @1wl‘) = @1w$*) = @1w$*) = 01

Bl*1)@1wl1*) + Blä)wl*) + Ali)@1w£1*) + Alä)wl2) = 01
E3rpg2) + ölwlz) = 0, at xl = ä (3.39)

Approximating the derivatives by difference expressions, we can obtain a banded matrix for a sys-
tem of linear algebraic equations and solve for the unknown field variables at points along

0 S xl S .

3.2 Results und Comparisorzs

For uniaxial tensile loading, the effective properties of primary concem are the axial stiffness and

Poisson’s ratio. The distribution of axial stress is also predicted in this study. In order to compare

the results with those of other approaches, three types of symrnetric cross-ply larninates:
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I . Ä

[0,/90], , [02/902], , [0/90,], are investigated. The materials studied are graphite/epoxy (T300/5208)
and glass/epoxy. The material properties and ply thickness can be found in Appendix A.

3.2.1 Axial Stiffness

From (3.34), the average axial stress in each layer can be determined. Therefore, the average axial
stress of the laminate is given by:

(0 (0

" za, + a, ‘

Since the displacement at one end of the modeled region is set to be 1, the average axial strain be-
comes:

ä,, =L (3.41)(B1/2)

The effective axial stiffness of the damaged laminate is then defined as:

Ef, = Ä (3.42)811

The degradation of the effective axial stiffness with respect to the transverse crack density (TCD)
for three types of graphite/epoxy laminates is shown in Fig. 6. The results of the finite element
method [15] are also given for comparison. In order to observe the detail of the comparison, the

y-axis is scaled from 0.7 to 1. Accordingly, the agreement between results may look worse than it
should be. The horizontal segments in this figure indicate the results predicted by the ply discount

method in which the axial (xl direction) stiffness of the 90° layers has been reduced to zero. All

of the results have been normalized by the undamaged effective axial stiffness (E°,,) of the corre-
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Table 1. Degradation of Axial Stilfness for Laminates with Transverse Cracks

Condition [0,/90], [02/902], [0/903],

Undamaged 102 GPa 71.8 GPa 41.3 GPa

Crack Density = 3.2 mm" 100 GPa 67.5 GPa 34.7 GPa

Degradation 2 % 6 % 16 %

Ply Discount 99.6 GPa 66.4 GPa 33.2 GPa
Degradation 2 % 8 % 20 %

sponding larninate. The undamaged stiffness given by lamination theory and the residual stiffness

predicted by the ply discount method are listed in Table l.

The present results show that E], degrades when the TCD increases and becomes saturated as the

TCD approaches 1.6 mm" . Since the ratio of orthotropicity for graphite/epoxy is very high (

Eu/E2, = 12.3), only a small portion of the loading is carried by the 90° layers. This is the reason

the reduction in the effective stiffness is not significant for those graphite/epoxy laminates. Follow

the same reasoning, we may say that the residual stiffness of damaged cross-ply laminates is a strong

function of the percentage of the 0° layers. This phenomenon can be clearly observed from the

results shown in this figure.

The comparison in Fig. 6 shows that the results of the present analysis and the FEM agree well

with each other (the biggest difference at TCD= 2.6 mm" for [0/90,], is less than 3%). Also, it

can be seen that the agreement is even better when the TCD is lower or the percentage of the 0°

plies is higher. Both results approach the value predicted by the ply discount method at very high

TCD (the biggest difference appears at TCD= 3.2 mm" for [0/903], is about 3.5%). As a general
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I
tendency, the degradation of the effective axial stiffness predicted by the present analysis is smaller. Iand reaches an asymptote earlrer than that by the FEM.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison between the present analysis, FEM [15] , experimental data [7] , and

a variational method [11] for a glass/epoxy [0/90,], laminate. The result of the ply discount method

is also given. Note that the TCD in this figure ranges from 0 to 0.8 mm" only, and all of the re-

sults are normalized with respect to the effective stiffness of the undarnaged laminate (E°,, = 20.3

GPa or 2.95 Msi). Generally speaking, the results fall into two categories: the present analysis is

close to the FEM while the variational prediction agrees better with the experimental data. The

variational approach provides a lower bound on the effective moduli. Since Highsmith et. al. [7]

noticed that the transverse cracking was not the exclusive damage mode present in the test speci-

mens, the experimental data may exhibit degradation in effective stiffness caused by other damage

in addition to the transverse cracking. This may explain why the variational prediction is closer tothe experimentalobservation.Comparing
Fig. 7 to Fig. 6, one may notice that the reduction in E], of glass/epoxy issignificantlylarger

than that of graphite/epoxy for the same laminate [0/90,],. The reason is the ratio of

orthotropicity of glass/epoxy (E],/E2, = 3.2) is much lower than that of graphite/epoxy (12.3).

Thus, the 90° layers of a glass/epoxy laminate should carry a higher percentage of the loading and I

cause more reduction in effective stiffness when transverse cracks develop. The higher degradation I

in stiffness is one reason why glass/epoxy was chosen for the experimental study

[7].Additionalcomparison for a glass/epoxy [0/90], laminate is presented in Fig. 8. Note that the I

properties and ply thickness for this laminate are taken from [1] and some of them are slightly dif-

ferent from those listed in Appendix A (Eu = 40GPa, E2, = l1GPa, G,2 = 5GPa, ply thickness

= 0.125 mm, the others are the same). The curve shown in this figure is the degradation of the K
effective stiffness predicted by the present analysis while the symbols represent the experimental data I

given in [18]. The undarnaged stiffness used for norrnalization is 25.7 GPa (3.73 Msi). The figure I
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shows excellent agreement between theory and experiment if one notices that the y-axis has been

enlarged to a scale from 0.7 to l.

3.2.2 Poisson’s Ratio

Since we adopt a generalized plane strain analysis, the out-of-plane strain can be found by (3.25).

Consequently, the effective Poisson’s ratio can be detennined as:

*v„ = — g (3.43)
ll

where E,] is defined in (3.41).

Due to the degradation in axial stiffness mentioned in the last section, the axial stress (o[‘]>) in each

layer is reduced as transverse cracks develop. Thus, the negative transverse strain (E2,) given by the

Poisson’s effect becomes smaller and the effective Poisson’s ratio decreases when the TCD ir1·

creases. The results presented in Fig. 9 for graphite/epoxy coincide with this reasoning and show

a dramatic change in the Poisson’s ratio as a function of the TCD. The tendency of degradation

in v], is more or less similar to that in E], but the extent of reduction ir1 the Poisson’s ratio is much

greater than that ir1 the axial stiffness. As a general observation, v], drops rapidly before the TCD

reaches 0.8 mm" and approaches an asymptote after the TCD equals 2.4 mrn‘ ‘. The undamaged

Poisson’s ratio (v°,,) and the result of the ply discount method for each laminate are given in Table

2. By comparing Table 2 to Table l, it can be seen that the degradation in the Poisson’s ratio is

several times that of the axial stiffness. Thus, v], is obviously a better indicator of damage than

The results of the FEM [15] and the Poisson’s ratios predicted by the ply discount method are also

shown in Fig. 9 for comparison. The agreement between results for v], is not as good as is found
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Table 2. Degradation of Poisson’s Ratio for Laminates with Transverse Cracks

Condition [03/90], [02/902], [0/903],

Undamaged 0.0627 0.0361 0.0253

Crack Density = 3.2 mm" 0.0508 0.0217 0.00988
Degradation 19 % 40 % 61 %

Ply Discount 0.0472 0.0181 0.00635

Degradation 25 % 50 % 75 %

for E],. Again, it can be seen that the present analysis predicts less degradation and earlier satu-

ration than does the FEM.

3.2.3 Axial Stress

The distribution of the axial stress in each layer can be determined from the expressions of stresses

in (3.26)·(3.27). The results at different locations for a graphite/epoxy [02/90,], laminate are given

and compared to those predicted by the FEM [15] in Fig. 10-14. Since the coordinate system used

for the present analysis is different from that for the FEM [15] , a set of coordinate (x'], x';) is in-

troduced. A11 of the results are obtained assuming a 0.1% axial strain loading and are normalized

by the uncracked axial stress in the 90° layers (o°„ = 10.7 MPa or 1.55 Ksi). The crack spacing

(E,) studied is 4.064 mm (0.16 ir1).
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Fig. 10 shows the stress distribution along the midplane of the laminate. Since x', = 0 represents
the crack surface, both results predict the axial stress at that point is zero. At the region away from
the crack surface, the stress increases smoothly and reaches a saturation value at x', = Gen-

i
erally speaking, the agreement between the present analysis and the FEM is very good except near

the crack surface. It is very interesting that the present analysis predicts compressive stress in the
vicinity of the crack surface while the FEM does not. The explanation of this compressive stress

is the bending associated with the deformation of the cracked laminate. In fact, the FEM does

exhibit this compressive stress for smaller crack spacing [I5]. This local compression will be ex-

amined in detail later.

The results shown in Fig. ll are the distribution of axial stress in the 90° layer along the interface

between 0° and 90° layers. In this figure, it is evident that the stresses predicted by the two ap-

proaches are very different near the crack surface. The present analysis predicts zero stress at the

crack surface while the FEM shows a singular behavior in the axial stress. Since the crack surface

is a traction·free surface, it is obvious that the former gives a better result at this location. The re-
sults are in better agreement away from the crack surface and finally approach the same far field

stress at the midpoint between cracks (x', = %). The stress distribution in the 0° layer along the

same interface is presented in Fig. I2. This figure shows quite good agreement between the results

for most of the region except very near the crack. Both approaches predict the stress will behave

singularly at the crack tip (x', = 0).

Figures 13 and 14 show the through·the-thickness distribution of axial stress at x', = 0 and

x', = -%¥, respectively. In Fig. 13, the stress is zero through the 90° layer because of the traction-

free boundary conditions at the crack surface. However, the FEM predicts singular stress near the

crack tip (in the 90° layer) as mentioned before. In the 0° layer, the present analysis predicts a

parabolic stress distribution with some singular behavior at the crack tip. Similarly, FEM’s result

shows this singular behavior at the same location, but with a higher order of singularity. In the

remaining region of the 0° layer, the FEM predicts a quite uniform distribution in axial stress. Fig.
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14 shows excellent agreement between the present analysis and the FEM. Both results predict a

uniform stress distribution in the 90° and 0° layers.

In order to better understand the compressive stress mentioned before, Fig. 15 is presented. This

figure shows the axial stress distribution in the 90° layer for different values of x',. It can be seen

that the compressive stress decreases as away- from the midplane and diminishes before x', reaches
9;:-. Since the stress near the crack surface changes from compression to tension as x', increases,

it is reasonable to say that this phenomenon is an effect of bending which is resulted from the

opening of the crack. A schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 16 to illustrate this deformation.

The same type of stress distribution has also been observed by a finite difference approach at the

outer surface of a cracked [90/Al/90} hybrid composite laminate [14]. The transverse cracks are

located in the 90° plies (graphite/epoxy) which are the outer layers of the laminate. The material

properties and ply thickness are listed in Table 3 [19]. The results given by the present analysis and

the FEM for a crack spacing 8, = 12 mm (0.47 in) are shown in Fig. 17 and compared to the data

taken from [14]. In spite of some difference between results, the agreement is fairly good. The

magnitudes of the compressive stress predicted by those approaches are very close to each other.

Furthermore, in a recent research on cracked cross-ply laminates, Sun and Jen [13] noted that the

stress distributions in [Om/90,,], laminates were similar to those of [90,,/0,,,], laminates. This obser-

vation, together with the agreement shown in Fig. 17, should be considered as another evidence for

the existence of the compressive stress near the crack surface.
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Table 3. Material Properties and Ply Thickness of [90/Al/90]

Property Graphite/Epoxy Aluminum

Eu 150. GPa 73.0 GPa

Eu 10.0 GPa 73.0 GPa
vl, 0.27 0.33
vz, 0.39 0.33
Gu 6.00 GPa 27.4 GPa

Ply Thickness l mm 4 mm

1
1

1
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4.0 Transverse Cracks under Pure Shear

4.1 Formulatiorz .

Suppose that the damaged larninate is subjected to a plane shear loading; i.e., shear in xl - xz plane.

Considerations of symmetry and the traction-free conditions at the outer surfaces and the crack

surface indicate that the following boundary conditions should be imposed on the rnodeled region

(see Fig. 18):

E d¤§Q=0, 0SxlSÄ, x§‘)=—Ä (4.1)2 2

GQ? = 0, 0 S xl S Ä , @3) = Ä (4,2)2 2

dug:) = 0, xl = 0 S EQ- (4.3)

8 dug) = v, xl = Ä , |2§‘>| S Ä- (4.4)
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E _ d6%) = 01 X1 = 2 1 IXS2)l S -2- (415)2 2

fi _ d613) = V1 X1 = -j— 1 lX§3)I S (416)
where V is the uniform displacement applied to the laminate. For simplicity, V is set to be 1. Also,
for a composite laminate, the traction and displacement continuity conditions at the interfaces have
to be taken into account. These conditions can be expressed as:

6$$)I;11>= 3 = °11i)1;(¤) = _ 3 1 °ii)1;(2) = 3 = O.gä)1§(3) = _ 3 (4.7)3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

‘·1il)1i(1)
= Ä = ui2)1i(2)

= _ Ä 1 ui2)1§(2) = Ä = u$3)1i(3) = _ Ä (4-8)3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

It should be noted that this problem has no dependence on xz because the laminate is infinite long
in xz direction.

Assume a displacement field of the a layer as followsz

11(“> = 11§“) = 0 (4.9)

and

(6) (6) (6)-(6) 1 (6) — 6) 2 dä112 = X0 + X1 x3 + E-X2 I:3(x$ ) — (4.10)

where the field variables, XP (k = 0, 1, 2), depend on x1 only.

Since the laminate is symrnetric with respect to its midplane, d1 is equal to dg. Furthermore, we
have the following symmetry conditions in displacements:

(4.11)
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and for any Eg)) = Egg),

(4-12)

By (4.10)-(4.11), the displacements in the x, direction of each layer can be expressed as:

(1) (1) (1)—(1) 1 1) -1) 2 di112 = Xo + X1 113 + gX$ f3(><S ) · T] (4-13)

(2) (2) l (2) —(2) 2 däu2 = XG + E-X2 [3(x3 ) — (4.14)

(3) (3) (3)—(3) l (3) —(3) 2 diu2 = XO + X1 x3 + ÜX2 [3(x3 ) ·— (4.15)

and from (4.12), there are some relations between the field variables of the a= 1 layer and the

a = 3 layer:

X9) = X9)- X13)= — X9)- X9) = X9) (4-16)
As a result, we can express the displacements and stresses of the a= 3 layer in terms of the field

variables of the a= 1 layer. From (4.13) to (4.16), there are five unknowns:

X9)- X9)- X9)- X1-2)- XS2) (4-17)

which must be determined.

From the strain-displacement relation ar1d (4.13)-(4.14), the strain components ca.n be expressed
as followsz

8%) = ‘ä1X1)) + ßxgägw)-

(1) l (1) (1)—(1) l (1) —(1) 2 di812 = 71*31710 + Ö1X1 7*2 [31)*2 ) ' 7]%
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Ä

(2) - 1 (2) 1 (2) —(2) 2
1

dä812 — ‘5{Ö1X0 + EÖIXZ [30% ) — 7]} (4-18)

The constitutive equation for orthotropic materials under pure shear is given as:
¤1‘$’ = C$.°„?(2¤$‘;’).
¤1‘ä’ = C1? (2412) (4-19)
From (4.18)-(4.19), the shear stresses in each layer can be expressed as:

(1) (1) (1) (1)-(1) 1 (1) —(1)2 dlG12 = C55{ölX0 + Ö1X1 X3 Ü(X3 ) “ 7]}»

¤1ä’(2) (2) (2) 1 (2) —(2) 2 däG12 = CS5{ölX0 ‘*‘ 701962 Ü(X3 ) ‘ 7]} (4-20)

The nontrivial equilibrium equation in each layer for plane shear can be written as:

Ülögä) + 636%) = 0 (4.21)

whereöl = Ö/öxl, andög = Ö/öiga).

Integrating (4.21) over the thickness of each layer gives:

0 (4.22)
(1
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and integrating by parts gives:

(n (r1—I dÖisioi) ‘ ßsgäö + %(·§)n[<32°i)|;(¤> = _<}g_ ‘ ( ‘1)n<32°i)|;(¤> = _ jd] = 0 (423)
¤= 3 2 3 2

where

($33 = J- "·=(2 ¤(P‘)(ä‘“))“d‘(“3 = 0 1 2 4 241] da
3*-

da/2 1] 3 X3 3 n 3 3 ( ' )

(0)
The exprcssions of Sff) can be expanded explicitly by substituting (4.20) for ci?) in (4.24):

(0S)? = CS&2xS"„
(0SI? = ¢%?«mß‘%
(0)S2? = <:é?@1x§,”.
(1 dz IS)? = -—CjSM'). I

I(1) dzS29(1
(dz

Si? = %C£32x$"„

(2 dzS)? =j¤£l2x$‘%S29(Q

d2 d2 (425)
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and all other
(82;*)

are zero.

By using the traction continuity conditions in (4.7) and the traction~free conditions in (4.1)-(4.2),
and noticing the symmetry conditions in the a = 2 layer and the relations between the cz = 1 and

a = 3 layers (4.16), the interfaeial and boundary stress terms in (4.23) can be eliminated. Therefore,
the following equations can be derived from (4.23) by linear operations with different values of n:

2d,ö,(gää) + 6,6,%) = 0,

6,..,‘§)g;> - 66,‘éä;> 6 éääy 6 6,

diglä) — 26.%) + dd)? = 0.

26,6,%) + 6,6,%%) — 46;s)§§) — 26,(s)g§) = 0 (4.26)

Substituting (4.25) for
(82;*)

in (4.26), we obtain four equations in terms of Xi?) as shown below:

2d.¤é2)@%>.£.‘) + d.<:éé)0¥>.§.)) = 0.
6d.C%‘.)d¥x§.‘) — d%Céä)d¥xl‘) + 12<>$.Qxl‘) = 0.
10d.¤2ä)0%r§.‘) — dd%¤é‘.)6¥x$‘) + d0¤$.12x$‘) + d§¤é%)0¥>.$‘) — 60d.CÄÄ)x$‘) = 0.

0 (4.27)

In addition, by substituting (4.13)-(4.14) into (4.8), the displacement continuity condition gives

one more equation as followsz

46.)) + 2d.x$‘) + d?x$‘) — 469) - däräz) = 0 (4.28)
1~.6..6.6.66 Cracks ....66. r>...6 6..66. 56
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(4.27), together with (4.28), provides a set of five linear homogeneous equations for the five un-
known field variables listed in (4.17). These equations should be supplemented with the boundary
conditions given in (4.3)-(4.5). By substituting (4.l3)—(4.l4), (4.20) into (4.3)-(4.5), the exact

boundary conditions can be expressed as:

Xgl) = Xgl) = Xgl) = Xgl = X?) = 0, at xl = 0 (4.29)

and

Exßll = 1, xlll = xlll = 0, ölxéll = ölxlll = 0, at X1 = { (4-30)
Consequently, the unknown field variables at points in the interval [0, %L] can be determined by

approximating the derivatives as difference expressions and by using the banded matrix structure
as mentioned in the previous chapter.

4.2 Results and Comparisons

4.2.1 Shear Modulus

The effective property of interest for pure shear is, of course, shear modulus. Since we apply unit

displacement at one end of the modeled region, the average shear strain becomes:

7l2 = L (4.31)(81/2)

The average shear stress of each layer is given by (4.25). Therefore, the average shear stress of the

laminate can be defined as:
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(0) (0)
4 _ 246%* + 428%) 4 22*2 2d2 + 62 ( ‘ )

The effective shear modulus of the damaged laminate is then:

GI2 = @2 (4.33)Yl2

The degradation of G}, with respect to the TCD for three types of symmetric cross·ply laminates

is presented and compared to the results of the FEM [15] in Fig. 19. All of the results are nor-
malized by the undamaged shear modulus (G°rz, see Table 4 ) of the corresponding laminate. The
effective shear moduli predicted by the ply discount method (with G,2 of the 90° layer being zero)

are also given in this figure and Table 4. The material studied is graphite/epoxy (properties and

ply thickness are listed in Appendix A). Fig. 19 shows that the transverse cracks have a significant

influence on the effective shear modulus. Also, one can see that the agreement between the present

analysis and the FEM is excellent (the biggest difference at TCD= 2.6 mm‘* for [0/902], is about 4
5%). As expected, the degradation is higher for the laminates with a higher percentage of 90° layers.

i

By further investigation, we can find that the extent of degradation and the percentage of 90° layers

are more or less in proportion···especially for higher TCD. Since the shear-carrying capability for

90° and 0° layers are the same, this phenomenon is quite reasonable.

4.2.2 Comparison among Effective Moduli

It is of interest to compare the differences in degradation of the effective moduli as a function of

crack density for a damaged laminate. Fig. 20 shows a comparison of the degradation in axial

stiffness, Poisson’s ratio, and shear modulus for a graphite/epoxy [0/902], larninate. lt can be seen l

that the degradation in the effective Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus are much larger than that
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Table 4. Degradation of Shear Modulus for Laminates with Transverse Cracks

Condition [0,/90], [02/90,], [0/903],

Undamaged 5.65 GPa 5.65 GPa 5.65 GPa

Crack Density = 3.2 mm" 4.71 GPa 3.42 GPa 2.15 GPa

Degradation 17 % 39 % 62 %

Ply Discount 4.24 GPa 2.82 GPa 1.41 GPa

Degradation 25 % 50 % 75 %

in the axial stiffness. Also, the response of vjz and G}, are similar to each other 3.Ild have almost

the same extent of degradation for the higher TCD. This tendency coincides with the results given

by the ply discount method (see Table 2, 4). From the results shown in Fig. 20, we may conclude

that the Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus are better indicators of damage than axial stiffness. Since

uniaxial tension is the simplest test and, from Fig. 20, the reduction in v], is larger for the lower

TCD (which is of practical engineering interest), the Poisson’s ratio may be the preferred property

for a damage index of a cracked cross-ply laminate.
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5.0 Transverse Cracks under Thermal Loading

5.1 Formulatiorz

Suppose that the damaged laminate is subjeeted to a uniform thermal loading. By the assumptions

in Chapter 2, it is reasonable to formulate this problem by a generalized plane strain analysis. Let
uj°) and off) be the displacements and stress components in the a layer with i, j = 1 and 3. By the

considerations of symmetry and the traction-free conditions at the outer surfaces and the crack

surface, the following boundary conditions should be imposed on the modeled region (see Fig. 21):

C dog1l)= ggg) = 0, 0 S X, S , ig) = — ä- (5.1)

(3) _ (3) _ R1 3) _ ds
Ö3]-Ö33-0,OSXISTRSand

j
6¤%“’ = 0 0%%) = 0 xi = 0 „ 0§“>¤
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Figure 21. Boundary Conditions under Thermal Loading
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I

E dull) = U, 6%) = 0, xl = { , IäS‘)I S { (5-4)

E _ d6%) = 6%) = 0, xl = { , (X9)! S { (5-5)

E duf) = U, 6%) = 0, xl = { , (if): S { (5-6)

ll- "· X1-? (·)
a=l ° '

where U is presently an unknown constant and Nll is the stress resultant in xl direction. Also, for

a composite lan1inate, the traction and displacement continuity conditions at the interfaces must

be considered. These conditions can be expressed as:

Ögylign) Ögligz) (5-8)

uiwlim
= 2 = ui2)li(2)

= _ 2 , ui2)li(2) = 2 = ui3)li(3) = _ 2 (59)
3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

Assume a displacement field of the (1 layer in the form of a second order Legendre expansion in
i§°) as followsz

- 6)6%) = 6l,“) + 6€“)5<§“) + {6$“)E5(><§“))’ — {J.

(6) (6) (6)-(6) l (6) —(6) 2 däU3 = Wo ‘*' W1 X3 + ?W2 Üfxs ) ' T] (510)

where the field variables, (pf), wff) (k = 0, l, 2), have dependence on xl only.

Since the laminate is symmetric to its midplane, dl is equal to dg. Furthermore, we have the fol- l

lowing symmetry conditions ir1 displacements:
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(5-11)
and for any ig') = X9),

(5-12)

From (5.10)-(5.11), the displacements of each layer can be expressed as:

111*) = <¤$r‘) + <¤$‘)2§" + $<¤$‘)E3(ä§">’ — $1-

¤$" = vl?) + v§"ä§" + §~v$‘)[3(iS‘))2 - $1 (5-13)
dz¤l” = <¤¥?) + $<¤$”E3(5<§”)’ - $1.

(5-14)

11%)) = wfi) + «¤$’F<§’) + §<¤$”13(ä§")’ — $1.
¤§” = v¥?’ + w$”ä$" + %~v$3)[3(7<§3))2 — $1 (5-16)
and from (5.12), there are some relations between the field variables of the a= 1 layer and a= 3

layer:

@33) = (vll)- <p€3) = — (vll)- (PS3) = @9)-
WS3) = · wlrl)- M3) = vll)- WS3) = ·· vll) (5-16)
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As a result, we can express displacements and stresses of the a= 3 layer in terms of the field vari-
ables of the a = 1 layer. From (5.13) to (5.16), there are nine unknowns:

@1)), @1)), @1)), @1)), @1)), @1)), @12), @12), @12) (5-17)
which must be determined.

The components of the linear strain tensor are given by:

c§§‘) = %(d,a§“) + d,o1°‘)) (5.18)

where öl = Ö/öx, , and Ö3 = Ö/öii§°).

By (5.13)·(5.14) and (5.18), the strain components can be expressed as:

d2

@11) = @1)) + $@1)%*),

= @12),

aß,) = é-(3cp§2) + d,,„12))x§’) . (5.20)

The therrnalelastic constitutive equation for orthotropic materials is given as:

21**) = E(¤¢)i(¤¢) ., E(¤¢)AT (521)
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where

5{W = [¤W 0 GW 0 0W 0 0W 0 0W 0 ¤W1 0
3W = [SW 0 0W 0 SW 0 20W 0 20%) 0 20W10
‘j‘“’ = [HW 0 HW 0 Hg;) 0 0 0 0 0 01.

and

CW CW CW 0 0 0
CW CS;) CS;) 0 0 0

W) CW CW CW 0 0 0
C =~ 0 0 0 cgi? 0 0

0 0 0 0 cg“? 0
0 0 0 0 0 cgi;)

Furthermore, the components of H[“) for the a layer can be expressed explicitly as follows:

HWHW
= CWßW + CWßW + CWßW0

HW = CWßW + <>WßW + CWßW <5022>
where ßgi), ßgä), ßgg) are the coefficients of therma.l expansion of the a layer in xl, xz, x3 direction,

respectively.

For simplicity, the AT in (5.21) is set to be -l°. Thus, the inplane stresses can be expressed as:

¤W = C€°§)¤$°i) + CWEW + CWSW + HW0
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HSS),
¤S°§) = CS‘ä)<2¤S°§)> (5.23)
and the out-of·plane normal stress is:

¤S‘$) = CS°$)¤S°§) + CS°ä)¤S°é) + CS°$)¤S°$) + HSS) (5.24)
The stress resultant ir1 the x2 direction is defined as:

.. d /2 (1) —(1) d /2 (2) —(2) d /2 (3) ·(3)
N22 '

jlFora generalized plane strain analysis, 6%) is constant everywhere within the modeled region. Let

E2, denote this out·of-plane strain. Since N2, is zero for uniform thermal loading, Eu can be found

by substituting (5.19)-(5.20), (5.24) into (5.25) and by setting Nu equal to zero. As a result, the

out-of·plane strain can be written as:

gu Q (526)26,6%) + 6,6%)

where

Q = _ 2<11HSE)+ «12HSä) (5.27)2d,¤SS) + d,¢Sä)

Substituting (5.19)-(5.20) and (5.26) into (5.23), we obtain the explicit expressions for the inplane

stresses in each layer: Ä

¤SS) = (AS‘,)@,<¤S‘) +ASM)l
(1) (1) —(1) 2 di (1) (1)ÜSX3 ) " T] + (C12Q +
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6%)
62$1 + <¤%)¤ + H%)>.

- _ 626%) $1
626%) = <B$‘))@)6£)‘) + BSM) $1 +

<C%)0 + 6%)),

- 626%) $1 +
<C%)0 + H%)>,

6%)where

ASS) = CSS) _ Zdrcwciä) ASS) = CSS) _ Zducggcgg)dzcgä)

m mAm = Cu) _ 2dlC23 C2322 22 <¤> <2> ’
2dlC22 + d2C22

BSS) = _ 26)¢%)¤%) BSS) = _ 2d„¤%)<:%)
26,6%) + 6,6%) 26,6%) + 6,6%)

BSS) = _ 2d)<¤%)C%) BSS) = _ 26)C%)¤%) (BBB,26,6%) + 6,6%) 26,6%) + 6,6%)
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· 1

V

A22) = C22) _ d2C)2)C)2) A22) = C22) _
dzcéä) MIC)? + dzcéä)

(2) _ (2) _ dzcgcg)A33 ‘ **33 —T—r6 ·2dlC22 + d2C22

26,6%) + 626%) 26,6%) + 626%)

B22) ,22:2) = _ dzcgycg) (2 2,)
26,6%) + 626%) 26,6%) + 626%)

The equilibrium equations for each layer are written as:

6,6%)+ Ögög?) = 0 (5.32)

Integrating (5.32) over the thickness of each layer gives:

1**6/2 () 6262*} ](x2°‘)*‘6X2°* - 0 (5.33)

and integrating by parts, we obtain:

(n (n-I d6,5%) — 6s%) + l(-9*-)*‘[6§*)*)|_,,,, _ 6,, — ( -1)**6%)).,,,, _ _ 6,,] = 0 (5.34)6,2 2 ) X, — T J x, — T

where
‘§)¤>

= 1 d6/2 ca) -(¤) nd-<¤) - ,2 , 2 2 351) E)- da/20-ij (X3 ) X3 » ¤ ·· » • ( - )

(¤>
The expressions of 5%*) can be expanded explicitly by substituting (5.28)-(5.29) for 0%*) in (5.35):

(0S)? = A)‘1)@6¤)‘)+ A)?v)‘) + B)?@i<¤)2) + B)?v)2) + C)?0 + H)?
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(0)SS? Cé?0 + H1?
(0S1? = CÄ16)(<P11) + ö1w1"),
(0S1? C1?0 + H1?
(012) - (1) (1) (1) (1) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)S33 ‘ B3löl(p0 + B33‘1"1 + A13Öl‘p0 + A33‘Vl + CZBQ + H33·

(1 dzS1?(1
dzS1?(1
dzS1? = ;5¢é?(3«·$" + @(01*)).

(1 dzS1? = T§C1?(S«»$? + @((1?>.

(§11)- d1 A(1)ö (1) + d1 C(1)ö (1) + A(1) (1) + B(2)Ö (2) + B(2) (2) + C(1)Q + H(1)ll ‘ 'E'( ll 1qzO T6 ll 1192 l3‘Vl ll l(pO I3‘111 I2 11)·

(2) d2 d2

S1?S1? = g—¤£?(«»19 + M1? + $61019).

S1? = ·é·(B11)ö1<1>1>1)+ B1?w1" + A1?@1(¤1„?+ -$<:1?@1«»1?+ A1?w1?+ ¢1?<2 + H1?)

S1? C1?0 + H1?) (S-36)
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and all other
(gif')

are zero.

By using the traction continuity conditions in (5.8) and the traction-free conditions in (5.1)-(5.2),
and noticing the symmetry conditions in the a = 2 layer and the relations between the a = 1 and

cz = 31ayers (5.16), the interfacial and bounda.ry stress terms in (5.34) can be eliminated. Therefore,
the following equations can be derived from (5.34) by linear operations with different values of nz

2d,ö,‘§l¤,> +
d,ö,‘§’g3>

= 0,

0,

0,

0,

0.0.%%) — dsl? + (ii? = 0.
zöfélr — éääy — öféia + ‘ääz> = 0.

éé’gg> 0 (5..7,
Substituting (5.36) for

(8)%**
in (5.37), we obtain seven equations in terms of (pi?) and wfl as shown

bcrowz

<20„AS? + dzßiähöiwil)

0.
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20<ASä) 0,

0,

(106,A%) — 206,6%) (106,6%) + 1s6,A%)>6§(pS,)) +

<l001BSé) 0,

Mcéä)0 + HSä)>,

MBSS)0

24<CSS)0 + HSS)> — M0Sä)0 + HSä)>,

60BS‘,)0,0S‘) + 200,<¤SS,)
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In addition, by substituting (5.13)-(5.14) into (5.9), the displacement continuity conditions provide

two more equations as followsz

Ad?) + 2dlwS)) + d¥d?) — Aw?) - däd?) = 0.
4w?) + 2d(wS‘) + div?) 0 (5-39)
(5.38), together with (5.39), gives a set of nine linear homogeneous equations for the nine unknown

field variables listed in (5.17). These equations should be supplemented with the boundary condi-

tions given in (5.3)-(5.7). By substituting (5.13)-(5.14), (5.28)-(5.29) into (5.3)-(5.7), the exact

boundary conditions can be expressed as:

w?) = w?) = w?) = wllz) = w?) = 0-
önv?) = önv?) = önv?) = ötvlz) = 0- at xl = 0 (5-40)
and

w?) = w?) = 0.

dlw?) = div?) = 010/?)= wlw?) = 0-

A?l)ö1w?)+ AS2)~v?) + BS%)0ld?) + BSM) = — (¢Sä)0 + HSS)-
BSl)dSw?) + BS?wS‘) + ASi)dSw?) + ASä)wS2) = - (CSä)Q + HS?).

(2) (2) - - fi3(pz + ölxyl — 0, at xl — -3- (5.41)

It should be noted that the displacement U in (5.4) is an unknown constant in the thermal forrnu-

lation and thus can not be used as a boundary condition in (5.41). This condition is replaced by

the fact that the stress resultant Nll is zero.
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Approximating the derivatives of field variables in (5.38)-(5.41) by difference expressions, we can 1
obtain a banded matrix as mentioned in the previous chapter. Therefore, the unknowns in (5.17)

at points along 0 S x, S can be solved numerically on the computer.

5.2 Results and Comparisous

The axial elongation, U, of the modeled region due to the thermal loading can be determined by

(5.13). The average axial thermal strain is then:

- U6 = ——- (5.42)" <@112>
For a unit thermal loading AT = — 1°, we can define the effective axial coefficient of thermal ex-

pansion as:

I _B11 = = - 811 (5-43)

The results for three types of graphite/epoxy larninates are presented in Fig. 22. The larninates

studied are: [0,/90], , [0,/90,], , [0/90,],. The undamaged coefficient of thermal expansion (B°,,) used

for normalization for each laminate is given in Table 5. The figure shows there is a drarnatic change

in B}, when the transverse cracks develop in the 90° layers. It is not difficult to understand this

significant reduction if one notices that the B,, of graphite/epoxy is negative (see Appendix A). At

the first glance, it may seem very strange that the degradation curve of [0/90,], intersects the others

at approximately TCD= 0.8 mm‘ ‘. Furthermore, unlike the effective elastic moduli studied in the

previous chapters, the B}, of the laminate with a lower percentage of 90° layers degrades more than p
those with a higher percentage. Referring to the unnormalized degradation curves in Fig. 23, this
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Figure 22. Degradation of CTE for Graphite/Epoxy Laminates with Transverse Cracks
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Table 5. Degradation of Coefficient of Thermal Expansion for Laminates with Transverse Cracks

Condition [0,/90], [0,/90,], [0/90,],

Undamaged 0.23 pe/°C 1.49 pe/°C 4.50 ne/°C

Crack Density = 3.2 mm" -0.22 us/°C 0.05 ue/°C 0.76 ps/°C

Degradation 196 % 96 % 83 %

Ply Discount -0.38 ps/°C -0.32 us/°C -0.29 us/°C

Degradation 265 % 121 % 106 %

phenomenon can be completely explained. Since the absolute value of axial (xl direction) CTE

of 90° layers (24.4 ua/°C) is much higher than that of 0° layers (-7.74 ps/°C), the B}, of a undamaged

laminate is dominated by the 90° layers. This is why the undamaged B}, of [0/90,], is much larger

than that of [0,/90;],, and so on. Once the transverse cracks develop, the laminate with the higher

percentage of 90° layers is influenced more. Thus, as one can see in Fig. 23, the B}, of [0/90,],

de-creasesmuch more than the other laminates at the initiation of damage development. This explains II
why the normalized degradation of [0/90,], is the largest for the low TCD in Fig. 22. Because the I

undamaged B}, of the [0/90,], laminate is much larger than the others, its normalized degradation

appears smaller when the effective property becomes saturated. However, the same phenomenon
I described above has also been observed in the FEM’s results [15].

Since the normalized degradation curves of different laminates are very close to each other for the

lower TCD, comparisons between different approaches for three types of laminates are presented

in Fig. 24-26, respectively. As a general tendency, the agreement between the present analysis and

FEM is good for the lower TCD but not as good for TCD larger than 0.8 mm“ I. At the very high
I

TCD, the present analysis predicts a much lower degradation than the ply discount method while I
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Figure 23. Degradation of CTE for Graphite/Epoxy Laminates with Transverse Cracks (unnormalized)
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the FEM’s results are closer to those of ply discount. On the other hand, the present analysis shows

earlier saturation in degradation of B}, which is more consistent with the experimental observation

for saturation in crack density [2]. More work on this subject will be required before a thorough

understanding is reached.
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6.0 3-D Analysis for The Cross Crack Problem

6. I Introduction

The degradation of effective properties induced by transverse cracks in a symmetric cross-ply lami-

nate is studied in previous chapters. During the actual load history of a composite laminate, dam-

age modes other than transverse cracks may develop and may contribute to the eventual failure of

the laminate. In the following study, we will restrict our attention to the cross crack problem.

Because of the difficulty and complexity of this problem, very few investigations have been per-

formed to study the effects of cross cracks; i.e., transverse cracks in 90° layers and longitudinal

cracks in 0° layers, on the cross-ply laminates. Previous results were presented by Highsmith and

Reifsnider [16] using a critical element model. In this chapter, a 3-D analytical model, extended

from its 2-D counterpart, is introduced to study the elastic properties of a symmetric cross-ply

laminate with cross cracks under uniaxial tension (Fig. 27). The emphasis is placed on the variation

of effective moduli as a function of transverse crack density (TCD = 1/E,) and longitudinal crack

density (LCD = l/8,). The effective properties studied here are axial stilfness and Poisson’s ratio.
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Also, the distributions of axial displacement and axial stress at a certain location are predicted and

compared to the results of [3].

6.2 Assumptions

The basic assumptions for the cross crack problem are mostly the same as those made for the 2-D

case ir1 Chapter 2. However, additional statements must be made to define the longitudinal cracks

in 0° layers. In order to have an overall idea of the assumptions for this problem, the previous as-

sumptions are restated as follows:

1. Each ply of the laminate is homogeneous, orthotropic or transversely isotropic.

2. Adjacent layers are perfectly bonded together.

3. The dimensions of the laminate are infinite ir1 the xl and xl directions.

4. The dimensions and properties of the laminate are symmetric with respect to its midplane; i.e.,

xl = 0 plane.

5. Transverse cracks occur only in the 90° layers, and longitudinal cracks occur only in the 0°

layers. The cracks develop completely through the thickness (xl direction) and the width (xl

direction) or length (xl direction) of those layers.

6. The cracks appear periodically along the xl and xl directions; i.e., the spacings between any

two adjacent cracks are equal. The longitudinal crack spacing is not necessarily equal to the

transverse crack spacing.

According to the assumptions listed above, the cracked laminate can be treated as a repeating cell

(Fig. 28) which allows for a three dimensional analysis. Furthermore, because of the symmetric

nature of this repeating cell, we can reduce the modeled region to one half of the cell only.
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6.3 Formulation 1

Introduce three sets of local coordinates (x,, x2,i§°‘)) to the modeled region as shown in Fig. 29

where a denotes the layer number counted from the bottom of the laminate. Let ul") and 01;*) be

the displacements and stress components in the a layer with i,j = 1,2,3. Suppose that the damaged

laminate is subjected to a uniaxial tension at the infinity. By consideration of the symmetry and

traction-free conditions at the outer surfaces and the crack surfaces, the following boundaxy condi-

tions are imposed on the modeled region:

8 8 _ d¤91)= dä) = ¤9ä) = 0. 0 S X1 S -% . 1X21 S -2% „ X9) = — -% (6-1)

8 8 _ d6%) = 6%) = 6%) = 0, 0 S X, S 1X,1 S jl , X9) = 3% (6.2)

8 8 _ d6%) = 6%) = 6%) = 0, 0 S X, S -2% , X, = 23% , |xgl)l S ä (6.3)

8 8 d
2 2 2

O-(2)| ( = O-(2lI ( 0 S X1 S ligml S2 2

8 8 _ d6%) = 6%) = 6%) = 0, 0 S X, S ä , X, = 2-;- , 1X§f)1 S ä- (6.6)

and 11
1

8 _ d0 S .22 S (6.7) 1
1
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Figure 29. Modeled Region with Local Coordinates (3-D Analysis)
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l

(Z E dGS? = U- GS? = GS? = 0, Xl = J (Xgl S J S J (68)2 2 2

8 8 _ dGS? = GS? = GS? = Ol Xl = J (Xgl S J (XS?I S J- (6-9)2 2 2

E E _ dGS? = U, GS? = GS? = 0. Xl = -j- „ (Xgl S J „ (XS?( S J- (610)
where U is the uniform displacement applied to the larninate. For simplicity, U is set to be 1.

Also, for a composite laminate, the traction and displacement continuity conditions at the interfaces

must be taken into account. These conditions can be expressed as:
S (1) .. (2) (2) - (3)dal 03j 63j (6-11)

Q Q g uimlgm
= Q Q (6-12)

3 2 3 2 3 2 3 2

By the assumptions, boundary conditions, and continuity conditions stated in the previous para-

graphs, the problem is completely defined.

The displacement field of the a layer is assumed in the form of the second order Legendre expansion

in xl and ig? as followsz

uS‘?(6.13)
1 (gt) 2 Ki 1 (gt) -(¤) 2 däT/34 Ü(X2) " T] + *536 [3083 ) " T]

where the field variables, Al? = ((p(?, X(?, wi?) (k = 0 - S), are functions of xl only.

Since xg = 0 is a plane of symmetry for the modeled region, we have the following symmetry con-

ditions in displacements:
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1
u)°°)(x,, x2,Xg°°)) = ug°‘)(x,, —x2, X§°°)),

(6.14)

Because the larninate is symmetric to its midplane (xs = 0), dr is equal to da. In addition, there

are more symmetry conditions for the (1 = 2 layer:

¤1))(X,, X2, X§))) = ¤l2)<Xr, X2, —

X2, X2,
2r,, — 29)) (6.15)

and for any X9) = X9), we have:

¤l‘)(X,, X2, X§‘)) = ¤l3)<Xr, X2, — X§))),
¤$))(X,, X2, XS‘)) = ¤$))(X,, X2, — X§))).
¤S‘)(Xr, X2,X§‘)) = —¤S’)(Xr,X2, - X§’)) (6,16) 1

Imposing (6.14)-(6.15) on (6.13), we obtain expressions for the displacements in each layer as

shown below:
2261))=66))119)

(6,17)3-0
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(2) (2) 1 (2) 2 Ei 1 (2) -(2) 2 UiU1 = (Po -*95 Ü(X3 ) ‘ *1)2 4 2 4

ug) = vgäg) (6-18)

(3) (3) (3)—(3) 1 (3) 2 82 1 3) —(3) 2 diU1 = Wo “)° W2X3ug)

= (xg) + xg)?<g)>x2.

(3) (3) (3)—(3) 1 (3) 2 B2 1 (3) —(3) 2 diU3 = Wo 'I' W2 X3 + ‘{W4 [3(X2) ‘ T] 'I' (6-19)

Because of (6.16), there are some relations between the field variables of the <1= 1 layer and <1= 3

layers:

vl?) = vg). vg) = — vg). vl?) = vg). vg) = vg)-
xg) = xg). xg) = — xg).

vl?) = — vg). vg) = vg). vl?) = — vg). vg) = — vg) (6-20)

As a result, the displacements and stresses of the a= 3 layer can be expressed in terms of the field

variables of the ¤= 1 layer. From (6.17) to (6.20), there are fifteen unknowns:

vg). vg). vg). vg). xg). xg). vg). vg). vl?). vg).

vg). vl?). vg). vg). vg) (6-21)
which must be detexmined.

The components of the linear strain tensor are given by:
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g§j°‘) = é-(6,u§°‘) + 6,u§“)) (6.22)

where Ö, = Ö/Öx, , Ö, = Ö/Öx, , and Ö, = Ö/Öi§°).

From (6.17)-(6.18) and (6.22), the components of the strain tensor can be expressed as followsz

(1) 1) 1)-(1) 1 (1) 2 82 1 (1) -(1) 2 di
811 = Ölwg + ÜN); K3 T] T]»

6% = 1% + x%7<%„
6% = 61% + 3w§‘ä%„

16% = ;<x% + 1«$">><2,

6% @116% + ö1xS"ä§">><2„

6191

(1) 2 82 1) -(1) 2 diT{d1\1/4 Ü(K2) ‘ T] + d1‘Vg Ü(K3 ) “ TJ} (623)

(2) (2) 1 (2) 2 82 1 (2) -(2) 2 dä811 = d1<Po + °j°Ö1(p4 [3(K2) 'T]6%

= 16%.
6% = 6/%,
6% = 0,
8%) = é’(3‘P£t2) + ölX$2))X2v
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4 l

(6124)

The constitutive equation for each layer is given as:

6‘°‘> = cl°‘)6l“> (6.25)

where

1and

Cl? C1? C1? 0 0 0
C1? C9? CS? 0 0 0

Cm) _ C1? CS? C9? 0 0 0
~ 0 0 0 cf;) 0 0

0 0 0 0 cg?00
0 0 0 0 cfg;)

From (6.23)·(6.25), the stresses in each layer can be expressed as:

Clälxlw1

(1) (1) 2 Ei 1 (1) 1) -(1) 2 di'icllölq)4 Ülxz) ' T]

Ä]*5 12 l‘p4 (X2) 4 2 12 1lpS X3 4 »
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4

vl? = <C4?öl«¤4>‘) + C$ä4x4‘) + C$?~vS"> + <C4?@l<¤$" + C$§’x§" + 3C§?w§">>Y§" +

lC4ä’@l<¤S"[3<X2>2 — äl + lC42’@4<¤§"l3G<§">2 — Eil,2 4 2 4
¤$B’ = C£lB<x§" + 3wS‘)>x„

¤4ä’¤4?lCéQ@lw£"K3<>¤2>*

— il + iC2Q@4w%”K3<ä§‘4>2 — il <6·26>2 4 2 4
¤4€’ = <C4?ö1«>S” + C4€)x4” + C4€’w$”> +

§C4?@l<¤$€’K3<><2>2 — $1 + §C4€’öl«¤%”K3<ä§2’>2 — fääl,

l¤4*Q@l«¤$”K3<>¤2>2 — il + l¤4ä’@l4»%”K3<ä§”>2 —— äl.2 4 2 4

%C4€’öl«>$”E3<>=2>2 — gl + §C4?öl<¤%”E3<ä§2’>2 — äl
GS? = 0,

¤4ä’3-D
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The equilibrium equations for each layer are written as:

0 (6.28)

Introducing a double integration as:

äj 0 (6.29)

and integrating by parts, we obtain:

$§§l‘§> -‘“Zr§a§g)1‘) i'“r2)’§§·;1’ +

$<%)"‘(‘i¤“§i,,£¤1‘;°1i2 2 - < —1>'“¤1‘;"1ig glc-1“’>“d¤§“’ +

1 da rr ßa/2 (a) _ _ rr (a) mliga) 2 1) 6;)) liga) 2 _ lx) dx) — 0 (6-30)

where

(mél?) = E-iäjäßz/2 (6.31)

and

(m,¤) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 2), (2, 0)

The expressions
oiméllgl

can be expanded explicitly by substituting (6.26)-(6.27) for o(f‘1 in (6.31):

‘ 1
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“’S‘ä1> 1 ¤(1>1,1(,1> 1 (:1111111 1 cw,
(11, 1512 = Cél2(<¤$" + @1111221,
(0,

(0, 1512(11,
1

512(1, 32

zä (1 (11 (11 h
S12 Ö1X1 )•

""(21 - zä (21 (21 (21S12 )•

@11).. di (11 (11 (11 (11 (11 (11S11 "” CIZX3 + 3Cl3‘V5 )»

(0°11).. di (11 (11 (11 (11 (11 (11S22 C22X3 + 3C23‘V5 )»

(°’ 111 di (11 (11 (11 11 (11 (11S33 "’ )·

(11, 1 dzS12
dä (21 (21 (21S13 " TjC66(3<Ps + Ö1‘l/2 )·
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(I,(O,S11)(O,

y d2 dd

(0, d2 dd

dä (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) dä (2) (2)Sa;CzsX1(2,
(Z gd

(2,(2,(2,

<2> <2> m <2> <2> <2> <2> <2>S11 Cl2X1 + C13)1/2 )+ Eöcllölbpd •
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1

(2_(2§(2)

.. 82 C(2)ö (2) + C(2) (2) .,. C(2) (2) + 82 C(2)ö (2)33 ‘ E( 13 lq)0 23Xl 33\V2 ) E 13 lq)4 (632)
(mm)

and all other Sffl are zero.

By using the traction continuity conditions in (6.11) and the boundary conditions in (6. l)·(6.6), and

noticing the symmetry conditions in the (1 = 2 layer and the relations between the (1 = 1 and (1

= 3 layers (6.20), the interfacial and boundary stress terms in (6.30) can be eliminated. Therefore,

the following equations can be derived from (6.30) by 1inea.r operations with various combinations

of (m, n):

(0, (0,2d,6,S(§),) + (1,6,6%) = 0,

(0, (0, (O, (0, 0,

(0, (O, (0.46,sl),1 0,

(0, (O, (0,s6,s(l,) + 168%) + d,d26,S((ä) = 0,

(0, , (0, E(0,(O,

(0, (0,(1§6,s(()) — 46,8%) + ssé) = 0,

(O, (0, (0, (0.
46,8% — 88%) — 6,6,8%) + (1,82%) = 0,

(1, (0, (1, (0,
2d,6,8(§ä) - 2d,S(@) + d,6,8(§ä) — (1,8ää) = 0,
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L

Zdläiäil — 4<iiäil’ + 02«iiäii’ 0 <6.0ß>
Substituting (6.32) in (6.33), we obtain ten equations in terms of the field variables
(pf), XP, wi?) as shown below:

0.

0.
0¥¤l‘R0%«.¤$" — ¤2¤éQ0£" + 0¥¤§ä’0.x$” — 12CéQ0.0l.” + 00¥¢$?0.0%” +

00.cl%’0¥0£.” + 30.¤€ä’0.x$” + 3dzCl€)ö1vS2)= 0.

0,

0.

0.
20d?<Cé2 — 2Cl?>0.0$” - 40diCSE)xS1)+200?C220¥vl."3-D
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0,
240,¤€ä)0,%*) — 00,0ä¤%%)0,01*)+ 240,%%%*) — 20,0ä¤éä)0%%*) +

240,¤$ä)%*) + 120,c€ä)0,%,*) — 00,0ä¢§%)0,%*) + 120,%%,1*) -
0,0ä¤é%)0%%*) + 120,c$ä)%*) = 0,

120¥¢1ä)0,%*) + 1210%%) + 0ä¤$,i,)>%*) — 0%0äc%%)0¥%*) + 000ä¤$2v1*) +
. 000%)%*) + 060,<:1ä)0,%,*) · 00,0ä¤%%)0,0$,*) + 400,%%,1*) -

30,0ä¤é%)0%%*) + 060,0%)%*) = 0,

0 <0,04>

In addition, by substituting (6.17)·(6.18) into (6.12), the displacement continuity condition gives

tive more equations as fo11ows:

4%*)+ 20,%*) + 0ä%*) - 4%*)- 0ä%*) = 0,
4>1‘) — 012) = 0,
Zxil) + d,xS‘) · 20612) = 0,
4%*)+ 20,%*) + 0%%*) + 20,%*) =
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w,§‘> = 0 (6.35)

(6.34), together with (6.35), provides a set of fifteen linear homogeneous equations for the fifteen
unknown field variables listed in (6.21). These equations should be supplemented with the
boundary conditions given in (6.7)-(6.9). By substituting (6.17)-(6.18) and (6.26)-(6.27) into
(6.7)—(6.9), the exact boundary conditions can be expressed as:

@$‘) = @$‘) = @$‘) = @$‘) = @$2) = @$2) = @$2) = 0,
ölx$‘) = ölx$‘) = ö1xl2) = 0,
ölwßl) = ölwgl) = wlll) = ölwg) = ölw$2) = 0, at xl = 0 (6.36)

and
@$‘) = 1, @$‘) = @$1) = @$2) = 0,
ö,x$‘) = ölx$‘) = 0,
ö,@$‘) = @,@$‘) = ö1@$‘) = ö,w$‘) = 0,
öl@$2) = öl@$2) = 0,
3@$2) + ö1x$2)= 0,
3@$2) + ö1w$2) = O,

ECli)ö1@$2) + C$€)xl2) + Cl€)@$2) = 0, at X, = g- (6.37)

Approximating the derivatives of field variables by difference expressions, we obtain a banded ma-

trix as mentioned in the previous chapter. Consequently, the unknowns in (6.21) at points in the

interval [0, -2%] can be solved numerically on the computer.
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6.4 Results und Comparisous

In order to compare the results with those of [3], three types of syrnrnetric cross·ply laminates,

[0/90], , [0/902], , and [0/90,], are studied in this analysis. The thickness of each ply of the laminate

is 0.127 mm (0.005 in). The material under consideration is graphite/epoxy. The material prop-

erties are taken from [3] and they are slightly different from those shown in Appendix A (E,, =

128.2 GPa, E2, = 9.715 GPa, v,, = 0.308,v,, = 0.492, G,, = 5.388 GPa).

6.4.1 Axial Stiffness

The average axial stress for each layer can be determined from (6.32). Thus, the average axial stress

of the laminate is given by:

(0, (0,
E = Zdlszll) + dzsiii) (6 38)(
" 2d, + 6, °

Since we apply unit displacement at one end of the modeled region, the average axial strain be-

comes:

6,, = J-- (6.39)@1/2)

The effective axial stiffness of the darnaged laminate is then defined as:

E], = El (6.40)
811
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Table 6. Degradation of Axial Stiffness for Cracked [0/902]s

Damage Condition Present Ref.[3] Lamination Theory

Undamaged 50.2 GPa -·- 49.5 GPa
Transverse Cracking 45.5 GPa 44.8 GPa 43.0 GPa

Cross Cracking 45.5 GPa 44.8 GPa 42.7 GPa

The degradation of axial stiffness of a darnaged [0/90], laminate with respect to the transverse crack
density (TCD) and the longitudinal crack density (LCD) is shown in Fig. 30. The result in this
figure has been normalized by the undamaged axial stiffness (E°„ = 69.3 GPa or 10.1 Msi). Fig.
30 shows that the transverse cracks reduce the effective axial stiffness to some extent while the
longitudinal cracks have no effect on the stiffness. Also, the results of the present analysis and [3]

for a [0/902], larninate are shown in Table 6. The second row (Transverse Cracking) of this table

presents the effective stiffness of a laminate with transverse cracks only (TCD = 1.6 mm" or 40

in") while the third row (Cross Cracking) gives that of a larninate with cross cracks (TCD = 1.6

mm“‘ or 40 in"', LCD = 0.63 mm'] or 16 in"). The difference between the present analysis and

[3] for the last case is only 1.4%.

6.4.2 Poisson’s Ratio

In order to obtain a definite value of the effective Poisson’s ratio for the damaged laminate, the

lateral strain is defined as:

C — C
822 = i"*—é‘———— (6/*1)

2
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Averaging e,, from xi = 0 to x, = % gives the average lateral strain €,, . Consequently, the effec-
tive Poisson’s ratio can be determined as:

vi, = —
ä (6.42)

where Ei, is defmed in (6.39). The effective Poission’s ratios at two different locations are examined
in this study. The results for [0/90], are shown in Fig. 31. The Poisson’s ratios at both locations
are norrnalized with respect to the Poisson’s ratio of the uncracked laminate (v°i, = 0.0434).

In Fig. 3l, both plots show that vi, degrades monotonically when the transverse crack density in-
creases. However, the response of vi, with respect to the longitudinal crack density is suxprisingly
different. The Poisson’s ratio at the top surface increases to several times that of the uncracked
Poisson’s ratio when the longitudinal crack density increases. This result seems reasonable since
there is no constraint for the outer layers (0° layers) in the x, direction. This phenomenon can be
explained by referring to the schematic diagram in Fig. 32. On the contrary, the Poisson’s ratio at
the midplane decreases when the longitudinal cracks become denser. At the first glance, this be-
havior seems to be against the intuition. However, the ply discount method (set E,, of 0° layers to
be zero) also shows the same tendency. By further investigation, we observe what is believed to
be responsible for this phenomenon.

Due to the rnismatch of the Poisson’s ratio and the perfect bonding between adjacent layers, there
will be a biaxial stress state developed in each layer when the laminate is subjected to a uniaxial
tension. For the cross-ply laminate in this study, there will be transverse tension (positive
0*,,) and GQ) induced in the 0° layer while the transverse normal stress in the 90° layer is

compressive (negative og?). In this case, the transverse strain (zzgl) in each layer is given not only
by its own Poisson’s effect (— vßläg-), but also by the transverse tension orcompressionin

that layer. Since the longitudinal bracks decrease the transverse tension (og? , og?) in the outer
layers, the transverse compression (og?) in the 90° layer will be reduced. As a result, the negative

transverse strain (eg?) in the 90° layer decreases and the effective Poisson’s ratio in that layer be-
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Figure 32. Schematic Diagram of Deformed Shape for a Laminate with CrossCracks3-D
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comes smaller. According to the discussion above, the reduction of the Poisson’s ratio with respect

to the longitudinal cracks development is not really unreasonable. Moreover, since the same be-

havior has been observed as well ir1 Highsmith’s analysis (page 140 in [3]), this result is believed to
be reliable.

In order to have a better understanding conceming the effects of cross cracks, the variations of the

effective Poisson’s ratio in the x, direction, for different crack densities, are given in Fig. 33. lf only

transverse cracks exist in the 90° layer (TCD= 3.2 mm", LCD= 0 mm"), the problem reduces

to a two dimensional generalized plane strain state as studied in the previous chapters. As a result,

Poisson’s ratio is constant through the thickness of the laminate. When longitudinal cracks develop

(TCD= 3.2 mm", LCD= 3.2 mm"), the constant Poisson’s ratio in the 90° layer decreases, but

the Poisson’s ratio in the 0° layer increases linearly through the thickness. If the transverse cracks

are removed from the 90° layer (TCD= 0 mm", LCD= 3.2 mm‘ l), the two linear segments shift

simultaneously. This behavior reveals that the transverse cracks reduce the effective Poisson’s ratio

in both layers by the same amount. Comparing Fig. 33 to Fig. 31, one can find that they are

consistent with each other.

The linearity of v], indicated in Fig. 33 can be explained as follows. Due to the periodicity of the
repeating cell, the lateral surfaces (x2 = i 4;-) of the 90° layer in the modeled region are planes of

symrnetry between adjacent cells. Thus, these two surfaces will remain a plane after the loading is

applied. This is the reason why the effective Poisson’s ratio is constant through the thickness of

the 90° layer. On the other hand, the distribution of the effective Poisson’s ratio is linear through

the thickness of the 0° layer because the expansion in (6.13) is up to the second order only and
ug!) is symmetric to the xz = 0 plane. For higher order expansion, vjz in 0° layer might be non-

linearly distributed.

The discussion above may help the experimentalists to decide how to measure the effective

Poisson’s ratio of a damaged laminate with cross cracks. Since v}, at the top surface involves more

local effects, it seems not a good idea to measure the effective Poisson’s ratio of a damaged laminate
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by installing strain gauges at the top surface of the 1a.rninate—-especially for the higher crack density.

The more reliable method to measure the effective Poisson’s ratio would be to use an extensometer.

The measured value would then coxrespond to the effective Poisson’s ratio in the 90° layer which

is closer to the global behavior of the damaged laminate.

6.4.3 Axial Displacement

The axial displacement can be determined by (6.17)-(6.18) directly. The result at the top surface

of a [0/90,], laminate is shown in Fig. 34a. The transverse crack is located in the 90° layer along

the line
Ü

= l , while the longitudinal crack is located in the 0° layer along the line
1—-E- = 1 . The lines ll-- = 0 and Ä = 0 represent the midplanes between adjacent(@/2) (@/2) (@/2)

transverse cracks and longitudinal cracks, respectively. The displacement exhibits a linear distrib-

ution in the axial direction xl which indicates a state of uniform axial strain and is consistent with
the loading applied. The result of [3] for the same laminate is also given in Fig. 34b. The agreement

between these two approaches is very good.

6.4.4 Axial Stress

The distribution of the axial stress in the 0° layer along the 0/90 interface of a cracked [0/902],

laminate, as predicted by the present analysis and [3], is presented in Fig. 35. The spacings between

adjacent transverse cracks and longitudinal cracks are Bl = 0.636 mm (0.025 in) and (iz = 1.588

mm (0.0625 in), respectively. An applied axial strain of Ell = 1% is assumed.

The present analysis shows that along the line at the midplane between two transverse cracks; i.e.,

xl = O , the axial stress is approximately 1192 MPa (173 Ksi). The stress increases with distance
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from the midplane and reaches a relatively high value of 1743 MPa (253 Ksi). On the other hand,

the axial stresses predicted by [3] (Fig. 35b) range from 1205 MPa (175 Ksi) to 1488 MPa (216 Ksi).

Thus, the percent increases of axial stress at the transverse crack tip are 46% by the present analysis

and 23% by [3], respectively. lt should be noted that this axial stress is responsible for the über

breakage in the 0° layers. This is the reason why the über fracture occurs preferentially along the

transverse crack tip when a cracked laminate is subjected to the uniaxial tension.

Further comparisons between the interfacial axial stresses predicted by these two approaches are

given in Fig. 36 for a [0/90],1aminate with 81 = 0.482 mm (0.019 in), 82 = 1.588 mm (0.0625 in),

and in Fig. 37 for a [0/903], laminate with C1 = 0.762 mm (0.03 in), E2 = 1.588 mm (0.0625 in).

_ In both cases the loading corresponds to an applied axial strain of 1%.

In general, the far üeld stresses given by both approaches agree quite well. However, near the

transverse crack tip, the axial stresses predicted by [3] are less singular than those predicted by the

present analysis. Since the through·the-thickness vanation of inplane stresses in [3] is linear whereas

that of the present analysis is quadratic, it is expected that the present results are more accurate.

In addition, from üacture mechanics point of view, the axial stress should be singular near a crack

tip. This trend of high gradient in stress is exhibited by the present results shown in Fig. 35-37.
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7.0 Conclusions

In this study, an approximate analytical solution has been given to analyze composite laminates

with matrix cracks. Both transverse cracks (2-D problem) and cross cracks (3-D problem) are in-

vestigated. The analysis leads to a system of linear algebraic equations in the field variables which

can be easily solved on the computer. This method is applied to damaged graphite/epoxy and

glass/epoxy cross-ply laminates to study the effects of matrix cracks.

The subjects of primary concern are the degradation in effective material properties and the redis-

tribution of axial stress. The effective properties investigated are axial stiffness, Poisson’s ratio,

shear modulus, and coefficient of thermal expansion. The results of the present study have been

compared to those of finite element analysis, experimental investigation, and others in great detail.

The results reveal that the effective Poisson’s ratio of cracked laminates, for both the 2-D and 3-D

cases, exhibits a remarkable behavior and can be used to determine the degree of damage of the

laminate.

The advantages of the present approach over the others are its capability for easy programming and

computer time saving. The conclusions of previous chapters are summarized in the following

sections.
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7.1 2-D Analysis of Laminatcs with Transversc Cracks l

The basic assumptions and formulation are given. Three types of loading: uniaxial tension, pure
shear, ar1d thermal loading, are studied. The degradation in effective material properties and dis-

tribution of axial stress predicted by the present analysis are presented and compared to those by

others.

l. The degradation in axial stiffness for graphite/epoxy laminates is not significant because of the

high orthotropicity ratio (Eu/E2,). The agreement between the results of the present study and

FEM is excellent.
2. Due to the low orthotropicity ratio and thehigh percentage of 90° layers, the reduction in axial

stiffness of glass/epoxy [0/903], can be more than 40%. The comparison of results of the

present analysis, FEM, variational method, and experimental data is given. The variational

method gives the lower bound for the degradation in axial stiffness. Since transverse cracks I
are not the exclusive damage in the test specimens, the variational prediction is closer to

theexperimentalobservation. A good agreement between the present prediction and experimental E
data in axial stiffness reduction for glass/epoxy [0/90], isshown.3.

The Poisson’s ratio decreases drarnatically when transverse cracks develop. For a E
graphite/epoxy [0/903], laminate, the reduction can be up to 60%. The present analysispredictssmaller

degradation and earlier saturation in Poisson’s ratio than the FEM does. The
resultsagreequite well when the crack density islow.4.

The distribution of axial stress for a graphite/epoxy [0,/90,], laminate under uniaxial tension

isstudied.The comparison between the present results and FEM’s is given. The presentanalysispredicts
that there is compressive axial stress near the crack surface while the FEM does

notshowthis compression for the crack spacing considered. On the other hand, a cracked

hybridcompositelaminate with outer 90° layers is also investigated. It is found that the tendency

ofaxialstress distribution is similar to that predicted by the present analysis for
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graphite/epoxy [02/902], laminate mentioned above. The results given by the present analysis,

FEM, and fmite difference method for the hybrid laminate are close to each other.

5. The effect of transverse cracks on shear modulus for graphite/epoxy cross-ply laminates is in-

vestigated. The reduction in shear modulus is significant. The extent and tendency of degra-

dation in shear modulus are similar to that in Poisson’s ratio. The agreement of the results

given by the present analysis and FEM is excellent. Another comparison among the degra-

dation in axial stiffness, Poisson’s ratio, and shear modulus for a graphite/epoxy [0/903], lami-

nate is presented. It can be seen that the last two effective moduli are better indicators of

damage than the axial stiffness. Because a tensile test is easier to perform, the Poisson’s ratio

is recommended as an index of damage for a cracked laminate.

6. The decrease in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) with respect to transverse crack density

for graphite/epoxy laminates is studied. The reduction in CTE is very high. The percentage

of degradation ranges from 83% to 196%. The agreement between the present results and

FEM’s is fairly good except for the higher crack density.

7.2 3-D Analysis of Laminatcs with Cross Cracks

Assumptions are made which lead to periodic arrays of transverse and longitudinal cracks. The

formulation and method of solution are given in detail for a representative volume. The degrada-

tion in axial stiffness and Poisson’s ratio are investigated. The axial displacement and stress for a

laminate under uniaxial tension are also predicted. Comparison of results between the present

analysis and [3] is given. The material under consideration is graphite/epoxy.

l. The degradation in axial stiffness is dominated by transverse cracks in the 90° layers. Longi-

tudir1al cracks have no effect on axial stiffness. The results of the present analysis agree well
kwith those of [3].
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2. The variation of Poisson’s ratio in a laminate with cross cracks is remarkable. ThePoisson’sratio
degrades because of the existence of transverse cracks, but the effect of longitudinalcrackson

Poisson’s ratio is completely different at different locations. The Poisson’s ratio at the top :

surface of the laminate increases dramatically, but that at the midplane decreases by a small

amount when longitudinal cracks develop. This observation may give guidance to the
experimentalists when measuiing the Poisson’s ratio of a cross·cracked laminate.

3. The axial displacement at the top surface of a cross·cracked laminate under uniaxial tension

is distributed linearly. This displacement distribution implies a state of uniform axial strain

which is consistent with the loading applied. The agreement between results of different ap-

proaches is good.

4. The distribution of axial stress in the 0° layer along the interface between 0° and 90° layers for

laminates under uniaxial tension is studied. The results for three types of cross-plylaminatesare

presented and compared to those of [3]. The axial stresses predicted by the present analysis
E

appear more singularly than those by [3] at the transverse crack tip. Since thethrough-the-thickness

variation of inplane stresses in [3] is linear whereas that of the present analysis

isquadratic,it is expected that the present results are moreaccurate.[
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Property Graphite/Epoxy Glass/Epoxy

EH 132 GPa 41.7 GPa

Ezz 10.7 GPa 13 GP:1

vlz 0.24 0.30
vz, 0.49 0.42
G,z 5.65 GPa 4.3 GPa

ßu -7.74 ps/°C ··-
ßzz 24.4pe/°CPly

Thickrxess 0.254 mm 0.203 mm
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